Procedures to come to Lyon 3 applying to international teachers, researchers and PhD candidates

Procedures that apply when entering France depend on the country the you come from as well as your vaccination.

Countries are classified under green, orange or red zone according to the French Ministry of Interior online map (the map is regularly updated following the evolutions of the epidemiological situation in each country).

The flyer published by Campusfrance agency summarizes the different situations.

➔ If you are coming from a **green country**, you are welcome to visit Lyon 3 University as soon as you arrive in France.

➔ If you are coming from a **red or orange zone and you are fully vaccinated with a vaccine recognized by the EU** (Cominarty/Pfizer; Moderna/ Vaxveria/AstraZeneca : 2 doses required and the 2nd dose must have been administered 7 days at least before your arrival in France ; or Janssen – this vaccine must have been administered at least 28 days before arrival), you are welcome to visit Lyon 3 University as soon as you arrive in France.

➔ If you are coming from a **red or orange zone and you are NOT fully vaccinated with a vaccine recognized by the EU** (Cominarty/Pfizer, Moderna/ Vaxveria/AstraZeneca ; Janssen) :

  • Red zone country: you must observe a quarantine of 10 days, with restricted time away, controlled by the authorities, before visiting the University
  • Orange zone country: you must self-isolate for 7 days before visiting the University

Visitors coming from red or orange zone countries, which are not fully vaccinated can take an appointment with our Prevention doctor (in charge of University staff) to be informed about vaccination possibilities.

The responsibility to inform the international visitors about these procedures and make them apply belongs to service director, research unit director, or any people in charge to organize the coming of an international teacher, researcher of PhD student.